This paper presents multi-point high-fidelity aerostructural optimizations of a long-range wide-body transonic transport aircraft configuration. The aerostructural analysis employs Euler CFD with a 2 million cell mesh and a structural finite element model with 300 000 degrees of freedom. The coupled adjoint sensitivity method is used to efficiently compute gradients, enabling the use of gradient-based optimization with respect to hundreds of aerodynamic shape and structural sizing variables. The NASA Common Research Model is used as the baseline configuration, together with a wingbox structure that was designed for this study. Two design optimization problems are solved: one where takeoff gross weight is minimized, and another where fuel burn is minimized. Each optimization uses a multi-point formulation with 5 cruise conditions and 2 maneuver conditions. Each of the optimization problems have 476 design variables, including wing planform, airfoil shape, and structural thickness variables. Optimized results are obtained within 36 hours of wall time using 435 processors. The resulting optimal configurations are discussed and analyzed for the aerostructural trade-offs resulting from each objective. The takeoff gross weight minimization results in a 4.2% reduction in takeoff gross weight with a 6.6% fuel burn reduction, while the fuel-burn optimization resulted in an 11.2% fuel burn reduction with no significant change in the takeoff gross weight.
I. Introduction
The design of aircraft has benefited greatly from the use of numerical optimization techniques [1, 2] , and the need to include the relevant disciplines in such design problems led to the field of multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) [2, 3] . In particular, the aerodynamic design of wings and their internal structure have been the subject of MDO efforts for a considerable time, since aerodynamics and structures are two of the most tightly coupled disciplines in wing design.
Coupling aerodynamic and structural numerical models to compute the static aeroelastic shape of aircraft wings is essential when designing wings that are flexible. Even small changes in aerodynamic shape can have a large effect on the aerodynamic performance, and multiple flow conditions result in multiple shapes. This is particularly important for swept wings, where bending-twist coupling can result in large changes in the twist distribution [4] . The analysis of static aeroelastic shapes was introduced as soon as the first simple numerical models for aerodynamics and structures matured. Brown [5] , for example, coupled a lifting line model to a beam theory model to obtain the flying shape of a swept wing, and earlier work did the same with even simpler models [6] . In recent years, this coupling has become even more important, because the trend has been to increase the aspect ratio of aircraft wings, making them more flexible. Wing flexibility impacts not only the static flying shape of the wing but also its dynamics, resulting in aeroelastic phenomena such as flutter and aileron reversal [7] .
In the present work, we restrict ourselves to the optimization of the static aeroelastic shape. We refer to the simultaneous optimization of aerodynamic shape and structural sizing as aerostructural optimization. By construction, aerostructural optimization automatically performs optimal static aeroelastic tailoring and produces structural designs that, when deformed, produce the optimal overall performance that balances the aerodynamic performance at the cruise flight conditions with the structural failure constraints for the critical load conditions.
One of the earliest efforts in aerostructural optimization was by Haftka [8] , who combined a lifting line aerodynamic model with a 1 simple structural finite-element analysis to iteratively obtain the flying shape due to the structural deformations. The trade-offs between weight and induced drag were quantified for both aluminium and composite configurations. Grossman et al. [9] investigated the complete aerostructural analysis and optimization of a sailplane. They showed that integrated aerostructural optimization gave higher performance designs than those found by sequential optimization (aerodynamic optimization followed by structural minimization). They subsequently considered the design of a subsonic, forward-swept transport aircraft wing [10] . This failure of sequential optimization to produce the optimal result is further explained by Chittick and Martins [11] . When performing sequential optimization, the optimizer does not have the information necessary for optimal aeroelastic tailoring. This is because the aerodynamic optimization does not account for the structural benefit of shifting the lift distribution inboard, and the structural optimization does not tailor the sizing to produce a deflected wing that is aerodynamically favorable.
With the advent of higher fidelity modeling in both structures and aerodynamics, numerical optimization has been extensively applied to each of these disciplines separately. On the structures side, since Schmit [12] first proposed the application of numerical optimization to structural design, increasingly detailed finite-element models have been used in wing structural sizing optimization [13, 14] . Several commercial software packages are able to perform such optimizations. The increase in fidelity in the structural model is required for a more refined sizing of the structure under complex structural failure constraints, leading to a better estimate of the optimized structural weight.
The fidelity of the models used for aerodynamic shape optimization has also been increasing, and it is now possible to use computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to optimize a design with respect to hundreds of design variables using both Euler [15, 16, 17, 18] and NavierStokes models [19, 20, 21] . In the design of transonic wings it is particularly important to use high-fidelity models to correctly predict the drag due to viscous and compressibility effects. However, aerodynamic shape optimization alone is insufficient for wing design, since it is impossible to perform the trade-offs for wing thickness, span, and sweep, which require a model of how the wing weight varies with respect to these parameters. Furthermore, the shape resulting from an aerodynamic optimization must then be matched by designing a structure that deflects to the desired shape under the given aerodynamic loads, which results in a suboptimal wing from the multidisciplinary point of view.
To take advantage of the higher fidelity models, it is desirable to optimize with respect to large numbers of variables. On the aerodynamic side, for example, airfoil shape variables distributed both chordwise and spanwise are required to reduce the drag of a wing in an effective way. When it comes to the structures, having more sizing variables decreases the minimum weight that can be achieved. To handle the large numbers of design variables, the efforts described above employed gradient-based optimization algorithms together with adjoint methods to compute the required gradients efficiently. Adjoint methods are able to compute gradients with respect to large numbers of design variables with a cost that is comparable to the cost of solving the corresponding model. Since the 1960s these methods have been known in the structural optimization community [22] and have been adopted by aerodynamic shape optimization researchers [23, 15, 24] .
Given the importance of coupling the aerodynamics and the structures in wing design, the coupling of high-fidelity versions of these models for design optimization is a natural extension of the efforts described above. Various techniques have been proposed over the years for coupling CFD to computational structural mechanics (CSM) solvers, with contributions in load and displacement transfer schemes [25, 26, 27, 28] and solution techniques for solving the coupled system of equations [29, 30] .
To enable high-fidelity aerostructural optimization with respect to large numbers of design variables, Martins et al. [31, 32] proposed the use of a coupled adjoint method for aerostructural design optimization using Euler CFD and linear finite-element analysis in a two-field formulation. Then, they applied this method to the aerostructural design of a supersonic business jet with respect to 97 shape and sizing variables [33] . While that work demonstrated that the coupled adjoint method was feasible, several developments were needed to make this approach scalable and practical. These developments were made by Kenway et al. [34] , who implemented a coupled Newton-Krylov approach to solve the aerostructural system, a Krylov approach to solve the coupled adjoint, new techniques to compute the partial derivatives in the coupled-adjoint systems, and other improvements that made this approach truly scalable. The coupled gradients of the aerodynamic and structural objective functions and the constraints were shown to be accurate and scalable to thousands of design variables and millions of degrees of freedom [34] . The authors also provided a detailed review of previous work on the aerostructural adjoint approach. For a broader review of methods for computing coupled derivatives, we refer the reader to Martins and Hwang [35] .
A few other authors have implemented coupled adjoint methods for the aerostructural equations. Maute et al. [36] presented a coupled adjoint formulation using discrete-analytical derivatives, which was later improved [37] . Brezillon et al. [38] describe ongoing work at DLR, German Aerospace Center, toward high-fidelity aerostructural analysis and optimization capabilities. Ghazlane et al. [39] present a similar effort. In spite of the potential for the adjoint method to handle large numbers of variables, the number of design variables was very limited in all these efforts.
Some coupled-adjoint-based aerostructural optimization work has increased the fidelity of the structural analysis relative to previous work while lowering the fidelity of the aerodynamics to a panel code. Kennedy and Martins [40] used aerostructural optimization to compare metallic and composite wings while considering buckling constraints and including panel-level structural variables. They used a new technique for handling the composite laminate parametrization that successfully solved optimization problems with thousands of design variables [41] , and they were able to examine the trade-off trends between weight and drag for the two different materials.
Some researchers have carried out aerostructural optimization without the aid of the adjoint method. Piperni et al. [42] performed the preliminary optimization of a business jet in an industrial setting. They used a transonic small-disturbance code to predict the aerodynamic characteristics in the transonic flight regime and a finite-element model to compute the displacements, weight, and stresses. DeBlois and Abdo [43] used a similar framework to investigate the trade-offs between metallic and composite materials. They considered many detailed aspects of the aircraft design process, but they used sequential optimization for some of the disciplines.
The objective of this work is to perform the aerostructural design optimization of a transport aircraft wing with an unprecedented level of fidelity, number of design variables, and number of flight conditions. We achieve this objective by leveraging our previous efforts toward making the coupled aerostructural analysis and derivative computations scalable in a high-performance parallel computing environment [34] . Having addressed the main challenges that prevented highfidelity aerostructural optimization from realizing its full potential, we pursue the optimization of a conventional transonic aircraft configuration. We present multi-point optimizations that minimize two different objectives: takeoff gross weight (TOGW) and fuel burn. By optimizing with respect to all the design variables simultaneously, we ensure that we find a true multidisciplinary optimum that minimizes the corresponding objective function, as opposed to a sequential suboptimal result [11, 10] .
Although we use a conventional configuration, the proposed approach is expected to be even more useful when applied to the optimization of unconventional configurations, which are much less understood. We select a conventional transport configuration because this configuration has been refined over several decades, the MDO tradeoffs are well understood, and its optimization is not expected to diverge too much from a good baseline design. If the optimized configuration is similar to actual aircraft, then the high-fidelity analysis and the optimization problem formulation are likely to be capturing the multidisciplinary trade-offs accurately. The optimization presented in this paper is a critical first step before we consider unconventional configurations with the same computational methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the aerostructural analysis and the framework used for the optimizations. This is just a brief description, because this has been detailed in previous work [34] . Section III describes the optimization problem formulation and Section IV presents the optimization results.
Section V provides concluding remarks
II. Computational Techniques
In this section we present a summary of the aerostructural analysis and derivative computation techniques used in this paper. A much more detailed description is presented in previous work by the authors, together with verification and benchmarking results [34] .
Aerostructural Analysis
To capture the shock waves and the associated wave drag in transonic flow, we model the aerodynamics with the Euler equations. A Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) model would be preferred, but the multi-point aerostructural optimization presented herein costs five to ten times more with RANS than with Euler, and this is too expensive. We use a structured multi-block flow solver SUmb [44] , and we solve the nonlinear aerodynamic equations using a preconditioned matrix-free Newton-Krylov approach.
The structural solver used in this work is the toolkit for the analysis of composite structures (TACS) by Kennedy and Martins [45] . For the thin-shell problems we encounter in wing structural models, it is possible to have matrix condition numbers that exceed O 10 9 . For this reason, we use a parallel direct method to solve the structural governing equations.
The load and displacement transfer scheme that we use closely follows the work of Brown [25] . In this approach, rigid links consisting of the shortest distance between the aerodynamic nodes and the structural surface are used to extrapolate the displacements from the structural surface to the CFD surface. The consistent force vector is determined by employing the method of virtual work, ensuring that the force transfer is conservative. The integration of the forces occurs on the aerodynamic mesh and is transmitted back through the rigid links to the structure. The two primary advantages of this scheme are that it is consistent and conservative by construction, and that it may be used to transfer loads and displacements between aerodynamic and structural meshes that are not coincident.
The solution of the aerostructural system can be obtained by a fully coupled Newton-Krylov approach or a segregated Gauss-Seidel approach. The latter approach was used to produce the results presented in Section IV. More details on these approaches can be found in previous work by the authors [32, 45, 34] .
Viscous Drag Estimate
Since we are using the Euler equations to model the flow over the aircraft, we are not able to evaluate the viscous drag contribution. However, for aerostructural optimization, an estimate of the total aircraft drag is required, including the skin friction contribution. Without skin friction, the drag penalty associated with increasing wing area and decreasing wing chords would not be captured, resulting in unrealistic planforms. Therefore, we use a flat-plate turbulent skin friction estimate with form factor corrections to account for the added pressure drag due to viscous effects. The van Driest II method [46] is used to estimate the turbulent skin friction coefficient, C f . For wing-like bodies, we use the following form-factor correction [47] , which is based on Torenbeek [48] :
where t/c is the thickness-to-chord ratio of the wing section being considered. The form factor accounts for the higher flow velocities relative to the flat plate and also corrects for the additional pressure drag due to the boundary-layer displacement effect. For fuselage-like bodies, the form-factor correction is
where d/l is the ratio of diameter to length. The contribution of a given component to the drag coefficient is then
where Awet is the wetted surface area and Aref is the reference wing area.
In our implementation, we use the three-dimensional surface geometries shown in Figure 1 , which allows us to use the same geometric design variables as in the aerodynamic and structural disciplines. The viscous drag for the wing and tail are computed in a strip-wise fashion that accounts for local changes in the Reynolds number due to chord modifications and thickness-to-chord changes due to shape changes. Smooth Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) functions [49] are used to estimate the t/c ratio from the discrete surface data to ensure smooth, continuous derivatives. 
Computation of Aerostructural Derivatives
As discussed in the introduction, the efficient sensitivity analysis of high-fidelity aerostructural systems is a significant challenge. The coupled adjoint method developed by the authors [32, 34] is the key enabling method for the aerostructural optimizations presented in this work. The authors have previously demonstrated efficient scaling of the coupled adjoint method to aerostructural systems with over 80 million aerodynamic degrees of freedom and over 1 million structural degrees of freedom. The method has also been shown to scale to thousands of design variables [34] . A more general derivation of the theory behind the coupled adjoint method and its connection to other sensitivity analysis methods can be found in Martins and Hwang [35] , and a much more detailed description of the aerostructural analysis and coupled adjoint implementation can be found in Kenway and Martins [34] .
For completeness, however, we present a brief description of the coupled adjoint method. We denote the residuals, state variables, and adjoint variables for the aerodynamic discipline as A, w, ψ and for the structural discipline as S, u, φ, respectively. First, we write the total sensitivity of a given function of interest, I:
We make a distinction between the partial derivatives, denoted "∂," and the total derivatives, denoted "d." The computation of the total derivatives requires the solution of the nonlinear system of governing equations, i.e., the state variables are varied such that the residuals of the equations remain zero. The partial derivatives reflect the influence of the variables while keeping the state variables constant [34] . We write the total sensitivity of the residuals as
Substituting the solution of Equation (5) into Equation (4) to eliminate the total derivatives we obtain
There are two techniques for solving this equation. The first is to solve Equation (5) for [dw/dx, du/dx] T once for design variable x. This technique is known as the direct method. The second approach is the adjoint method. In the adjoint method, we solve for the coupled adjoint
T , once for each function of interest, using the coupled adjoint equations:
If there are more design variables than functions of interest, as is the case for our optimization problems, it is more computationally efficient to use the adjoint method. Once the adjoint vector for a function of interest has been found, the total sensitivity can be determined by rearranging Equation (6):
The coupled adjoint equations (7) can be solved using either a segregated Gauss-Seidel approach, as was used for the results in Section IV, or directly using a Krylov approach. All the partial derivative terms, the mesh movement, the coupling procedure, and the solution procedures are computed in a fully parallel fashion to ensure the entire sensitivity analysis does not suffer from serial bottlenecks. The computational costs of the setup and solution for the coupled adjoint method are approximately 35% and 60% respectively of the cost of an aerostructural solution. More details on the verification and computational performance of the coupled adjoint implementation can be found in Kenway et al. [34] .
III. Problem Description
The baseline geometry for the optimization is the NASA Common Research Model (CRM) [50] wing-body-tail configuration, which is publicly available and exhibits the design features typical of a transonic, wide-body, long-range aircraft. The configuration has been carefully designed to yield good aerodynamic performance across a range of Mach numbers and lift coefficients, providing a reasonable starting aerodynamic shape for the MDO.
Since the CRM geometry defines only the outer mold line, we create a structural model that conforms to the wing outer mold line and is representative of a modern airliner structural wingbox. The CRM outer mold line is a 1 g flying shape. Since the original jig shape is not available, we designate the supplied shape as the jig shape for the purposes of our optimizations. As a result, the wing shape generated for a 1 g condition is not the same as the CRM configuration. The structural model contains 38 ribs; two spars at approximately the 10% and 75% local chords, respectively; 20 stringers from the root to the Yehudi break and 11 stringers from the Yehudi break to the tip; and vertical rib stiffeners. We consider only the structural model of the wing, since this is where the aerostructural coupling is the most critical for the design. In addition to the outer mold line and the wing structural model, we require some further information to formulate the aircraft design optimization problem. Specifically, we need to know the design mission range (7, 725 nm) and payload as well as the operational empty weight (OEW) and maximum takeoff weight (MTOW). Since the overall dimension of the CRM is very similar to that of the Boeing 777-200ER, we take this information from the publicly available documentation [51] . Table 1 lists the key parameters used for the optimizations. 
Objective Function
The choice of objective function has a significant impact on the optimized aerostructural design. The objective function must be carefully chosen to accurately reflect the design intent for a particular aircraft. In many ways, this is a much more challenging problem for aerostructural analysis than it is for separate aerodynamic and structural analyses. As an example, consider a common multidisciplinary objective, the aircraft range as given by the Breguet equation:
where R is the range, V is the flight speed, cT is the thrust-specific fuel consumption, and W1, W2 are the initial and final cruise weights, respectively. If the range equation is used as an objective for aerodynamic optimization, the ratio of the cruise weights remains fixed, and given a constant Mach number and thrust-specific fuel consumption, maximizing the range reduces to a maximization of L/D, or a lift-constrained drag minimization. This simplification ignores the multidisciplinary effects of the aircraft design range. Similarly, if we consider only a structural optimization, the only relevant metric is the weight ratio, and the problem becomes a stress-constrained weight minimization problem. In both cases, the single-discipline optimization problems lead to simplified formulations that ignore the terms that are assumed constant. An aerostructural optimization can account for the L/D and ln (W1/W2) terms simultaneously, and it is critical that the trade-off between these terms accurately reflects the intent of the designer.
A quantitative analysis can be performed to determine the tradeoff between drag and weight reduction that answers the question: How many kilograms of structural mass is equivalent to one drag count for a given objective function? We start by linearizing the Breguet range equation (9) with respect to the drag coefficient and the final cruise weight,
Here the partial derivatives are computed at the reference values CD 0 and W2 0 to yield a linearization about those values:
The ratio of these partial derivatives is
This ratio γ/β corresponds to the partial derivative ∂W2/∂CD, which quantifies the decrease in the final cruise weight that would increase the range by the same amount as a unit decrease in the drag coefficient. Thus, the ratio γ/β answers the question above: it quantifies how many units of structural mass are equivalent to a unit of drag. In this case, we derived this quantity for range, but we will also derive it for TOGW and fuel burn. The partial derivative (13) shows us that the weight-drag trade-off scales with the final cruise weight, the natural logarithm of the weight ratio, and that it is inversely proportional to the cruise drag coefficient. Unlike the single-discipline optimization cases, where a simple reduction of drag or weight was sufficient, this multidisciplinary objective requires knowledge of the aerodynamic performance, CD, and the structural performance, ln (W1/W2), as well as their coupling, to determine the correct multidisciplinary trades. This places additional burden on the analysis, since we must include all the components of the drag and weight to achieve the correct aerostructural trade-offs, even if they are not modeled explicitly.
In this work we consider the minimization of two objectives: TOGW and fuel burn. The TOGW objective combines the manufacturing cost (which depends on the empty weight) and the fuel burn. The fuel burn accounts for a large portion of the direct operating cost (DOC), especially for long-range commercial aircraft. The real objective function for commercial aircraft is usually a compromise between these two objectives.
The TOGW is assumed to be equal to the initial cruise weight, since we consider the fuel burn only during the cruise segment and ignore the fuel burned during take-off, climb, and descent. Rearranging the Breguet equation (9) we can obtain an expression for the TOGW, given a fixed range:
Linearizing this objective function with respect to CD and W2 about the reference point (CD 0 , W2 0 ), we obtain:
The ratio of these two sensitivities is
An equation for the cruise-segment fuel burn can also be obtained from the Breguet equation (9) as follows:
The partial derivatives of fuel burn with respect to CD and W2 are
These partial derivatives and their ratios are summarized in Table 2 . In addition, we calculated the values of these quantities for the CRM specifications listed in Table 1 .
The resulting γ/β for the TOGW is identical to that of the range objective. Therefore, in the context of this linearization, maximizing the range for a fixed TOGW is equivalent to minimizing the TOGW for a fixed range. However, in their nonlinear form, these objectives are not equivalent, since changing the range or TOGW will modify the resulting linearization.
The TOGW objective γ/β differs from the fuel burn γ/β by a factor of (W1 − W2) /W1 = W f /W1, which is the fuel fraction. Since the fuel fraction is always less than one, the γ/β ratio for the fuel-burn objective is always higher than the one for the TOGW objective. A higher γ/β indicates that one drag count is equivalent to a larger mass. Thus, a higher γ/β value favors designs that have better aerodynamic performance, where the weight is more readily increased to reduce the drag. Lower γ/β values, on the other hand, favor structural weight reduction over drag reduction.
The fuel fraction for the CRM aircraft for the design payload and range is (W1 − W2)/W1 = 0.372, so the fuel burn objective γ/β is 2.69 times larger than the TOGW one. For the TOGW objective, 1 drag count is worth approximately 313 kg, but for the fuel-burn objective 1 drag count is equivalent to 842 kg. These values, however, are based on linearizations, so they do not take into account that a reduction in W2 further decreases the TOGW and fuel burn when the weight calculation is recomputed. This analysis assumes a design range of 7, 725 nm. Figure 3 shows the numerical value of the weight-drag trade-off as a function of the range. The γ/β increases with respect to the range for both objectives, indicating that longer range aircraft should place greater emphasis on the aerodynamic performance. As the range decreases, so does the fuel fraction, and the ratio of γ/β for the two objectives grows without bounds as the range approaches zero. This dependence of γ/β on the range can only be captured with a multidisciplinary analysis.
As discussed above, γ/β is much higher for the fuel-burn objective than for the TOGW objective. Therefore, minimizing the former objective places a greater emphasis on decreasing drag, and the emphasis increases with the range for both objectives, as shown in Figure 3 . We can also observe that γ/β increases more rapidly with the range for the TOGW objective. For the optimizations presented in Section IV, we compute the final cruise weight, W2, according to
where W is the weight of the primary wing structure given based on the volume of the structural finite element model, A is the projected wing area, and Aref is the initial projected wing area. The last term is used to account for the weight of fasteners and other wing parts that scale with the wing area. For each of the cruise conditions described in the following section, the L/D ratio and the Breguet range equation are used to determine the weight at the start of the cruise, W1. The L/D ratio for each condition is computed by performing an aerostructural analysis at the weight corresponding to the midpoint of the mission. Finally, 
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for each of the objective functions considered, we use the average over each cruise condition to formulate the composite objectives.
Design and Maneuver Conditions
We now describe the operating conditions used in the optimizations. To evaluate the TOGW and fuel-burn objectives, we estimate the weight at the beginning of the cruise using the Breguet range equation:
We assume that the aircraft is able to climb continuously as fuel is consumed, while maintaining the same lift-to-drag ratio and cruise Mach number. The only aerodynamic input to this computation is the overall lift-to-drag ratio of the aircraft. While a single analysis point is sufficient to estimate the liftto-drag ratio, single-point optimizations (especially in the transonic regime) can produce optimal performance at a single operating point at the cost of significant degradation in other important off-design conditions [52] . To address this issue, we consider multi-point aerostructural optimizations that compute the average performance over multiple flight conditions. We consider the five cruise operating conditions listed in Table 3 and labeled C1 through C5. These points form a cross in the Mach-altitude space centered about the operating design condition for the CRM configuration (M=0.85, CL=0.5), as shown in Figure 4 . The cruise Mach number is varied by ±0.01 and the altitude is varied by ±1000 ft. The change in altitude effectively varies CL to represent typical in-service variations for a given mission. The design is particularly sensitive to the cruise Mach number because of the nonlinear nature of the compressible flow, and because the optimizer can usually eliminate wave drag for a single Mach number. Two separate maneuver conditions-labeled M1 and M2 in Table 3-are considered: a 2.5 g symmetric pull-up maneuver and a 1.3 g acceleration due to gust. M1 represents a 2.5 g limit load for the wing structure. M2 is meant to emulate the unsteady gust loads that in practice limit the lower wing skin and stringers because of a fatigue life limit [53] . We implement this constraint by performing a static aeroelastic analysis at 1.3 g and then limiting the stress at this condition to a value that is significantly lower than the yield stress, which is determined based on the fatigue life, as described in Section (III.4) .
A last aerostructural analysis-labeled S1 in Table 3 -is required to estimate the aircraft's static margin. Using static aeroelastic analysis, we estimate the static margin of the deformed configuration using the following formula:
Further details on approximating static and dynamic stability derivatives for high-fidelity CFD optimization can be found in Mader and Martins [18] . The derivatives CM α = ∂CM /∂α and CL α = ∂CL/∂α are estimated using a forward finite-difference with step size of ∆α = 0.1°. Since these coefficients are nearly linear in the range under consideration, we can use this relatively large finite difference step without significant truncation error, while avoiding the subtractive cancellation errors that would show up for smaller steps. The analysis for cruise condition 1 is used for the baseline value, and the additional stability point provides the perturbed value to complete the derivative calculations. 
Design Variables
The two optimizations presented use hundreds of design variables to parametrize the aerodynamic and structural models. As is typical in a multidisciplinary analysis, we can divide the design variables into global variables, which directly affect more than one discipline, and local variables, which affect only a single discipline. Table 4 lists all the optimization variables. We use a free form deformation (FFD) volume approach to make geometric perturbations to the geometry. Further information on our approach can be found in Kenway et al. [54] . The main wing planform variables, span, sweep, chord, and twist, are all global variables, since they directly affect the geometry of both the aerodynamics and the structures. The geometric and structural design variables and the CFD mesh discretrization used for the optimization are shown in Figure 5 . The chords are modified at the root, Yehudi break, near tip, and tip sections, and the remaining sections are linearly interpolated. Five twist angles are defined similarly and interpolated linearly in the spanwise direction. Two sweep variables are specified. The first sweeps nearly the entire leading edge, which, by construction, is constrained to remain straight. The second changes only the outer 12.5% of the wing semi-span. The shape variables are used to perturb the coefficients of the FFD volume surrounding the wing in the z (normal) direction. These shape variables prescribe the chord and spanwise airfoil shape directly, and no additional explicit thickness or camber variables are required. Figure 5 shows the internal layout of the structure as well as the grouping of the structural design variables.
The structural skin-thickness variables are grouped in a grid of 18 stations in the spanwise direction and 3 stations in the chordwise directions, resulting in 54 variables for each of the upper and lower skins respectively. The stringer variables are grouped in the same way. The ribs and rib stiffeners each have 18 variables in the spanwise direction as do each of the leading and trailing edge spars. The stringer and rib pitches are not fixed and vary with the planform variables. Each of the five cruise conditions and two maneuver conditions have an independent angle of attack and tail rotation angle to provide the required degrees of freedom to meet both the lift and moment constraints. Finally, the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) and center of gravity location (XCG) are target variables, each coupled with a consistency constraint that simplifies the implementation. This represents an interdisciplinary feasible MDO approach applied to these coupling variables [3] . The initial values for the geometric and aerodynamic design variables are chosen to reproduce the original CRM geometry exactly.
To establish a reasonable initial structural design for the aerostructural optimization, we optimize the wingbox by minimizing the structural weight with respect to the structural thicknesses described above, subject to stress constraints for a set of fixed aerodynamic loads. The fixed loads are obtained from aerostructural analyses at the two maneuver conditions described previously. The initial design consists of a structure with linear spanwise thickness variation in each of the structural members. The stress constraints are identical to those described in Sec. (III.4) . By using design variables and constraints consistent with those used in the aerostructural optimizations, we provide an initial wingbox that has already been optimized in a subspace of the aerostructural optimizations, and subsequent improvements in the full space demonstrate the importance of considering both disciplines. The initial structure resulting from this optimization is shown in Figures 14c and 14d. 
Design Constraints
In this section we describe the constraints that are used for the TOGW and fuel-burn optimizations. For simplicity, we divide the constraints into three groups: geometric and target constraints, aerodynamic constraints, and structural constraints, as shown in Table 5 . The first two geometric constraints, tLE and tTE, are used to constrain the initial wing thickness at the 2.5% and 97.5% chords. The thickness constraints at the leading edge constrain the leading-edge radius and help to ensure that the high-speed aerostructural optimization does not significantly impact the low speed CL max performance, which is largely governed by the roundness of the leading edge. The thickness constraints at the trailing edge prevent the upper and lower surfaces from crossover near the sharp trailing edge. The projected wing area is constrained to be no less than the initial area. This constraint is used to ensure adequate takeoff field length approach speed. Even with a complete structural model, a minimum fuel-volume constraint is required. Only the volume inside the spar-box is computed to ensure that the optimized wing is able to carry at least the same amount of fuel as the initial design.
Several additional thickness constraints are also enforced. Minimum trailing-edge spar height constraints, tTE spar, are used over the outboard section of the wing. These constraints are intended to ensure that adequate vertical space is available to attach the actuation devices required for the flaps and ailerons. The tip thickness constraint, ttip, is used to ensure that the optimization does not produce an unrealistically thin wing tip.
Each cruise and maneuver condition enforces equality constraints on the lift and pitching moment coefficient, so that all the aerostructural solutions are trimmed. The static margin of the C1 condition is constrained to be greater than 15%. The reference point for the moment computation is taken to be at 25% of MAC, which changes with the planform design variables. By including a pitch moment constraint as well as a constraint on the full configuration static margin, we allow the optimization to trade drag reduction from aft-loaded supercritical profiles with the induced drag penalty required to trim the configuration.
Lastly, we must constrain the stresses on the structure. The structural model used for the optimization consists of over 50 000 secondorder MITC shell elements [55] . Individually constraining the stress in each of these elements would require the solution of the corresponding number of coupled adjoint vectors, which would incur a prohibitive computational cost. To dramatically reduce the number of solutions required, we use the Kreisselmeir-Steinhauser (KS) constraint aggregation technique [49, 56] that conservatively estimates the maximum of a set of stresses in a smooth and differentiabale manner. Each maneuver condition uses three KS functions: the first for the lower wing skin and stringers, the second for the upper wing skin and stringers, and the third for the spars, ribs, and rib stiffeners. The compression members in the upper wing skin and stringers are assumed to be Aluminum 7050 with a maximum allowable stress of 300 MPa. The remainder of the primary wing structure is assumed to be manufactured from Aluminum 2024 with a maximum allowable stress of 324 MPa.
For the first maneuver condition, the maximum vonMises stress must be below the limiting stress, which requires the three KS functions to be less than 1. For the second maneuver constraint, which is related to fatigue, we limit the stress on the lower wing skin and stringers to be below 138 MPa for the 1.3 g load condition, corresponding to an upper limit of 0.42 [53] . The remaining two KS functions for the 1.3 g maneuver condition retain the maximum KS value of 1.
Optimization Algorithm
For design optimization problems with hundreds of design variables (476 in our case), and objective and constraint evaluations requiring on the order of several minutes, a gradient-based optimization algorithm is the only viable option to get an accurate answer in under two days. For this work we use SNOPT [57] , an optimizer based on the SQP approach. SNOPT is well suited for large-scale constrained nonlinear optimization problems. The combination of the coupled adjoint, which can compute the gradient of a function of interest in approximately the same time as a function evaluation, with effective gradient-based optimization, enable us to solve each optimization problem in approximately 36 hours.
Computational Resources
The two optimizations are performed on a massively parallel supercomputer [58] . Each optimization function evaluation requires the solution of eight aerostructural solutions: five for the cruise conditions, two for the maneuver conditions, and one for the stability point. To reduce the wall time required for the optimizations, these parallel analyses are carried out concurrently. The cruise conditions and stability condition use the 2.1 million cell CFD mesh with 52 processors and 4 processors for the CFD and CSM problems, respectively. The two maneuver conditions use a smaller CFD mesh with 1.2 million cells and the same structural discretrization. A smaller grid is used for the maneuver conditions, since accurate drag predictions are not required for these cases. The maneuver conditions use 45 CFD processors and 4 CSM processors. To ensure good overall computational efficiency for the optimization problem, we try to balance the time required for each concurrent analysis; these times should be approximately equal to avoid idle processes. Load balancing is complicated by the fact that the cruise analyses require the computation of three adjoint vectors (lift, drag, and moment), the maneuver conditions require five adjoint vectors (lift, moment, and three KS functions), and the stability condition requires only two (lift and moment). The optimization algorithm itself is serial and does not contribute significantly to the overall computational cost. The number of processors used for each aerostructural computation is shown in Figure 6 . The total number of processors used for each optimization is (56 × 5) + (49 × 2) + 56 + 1 = 435. The single additional processor at the end is used for the viscous-drag computation. The TOGW optimization required 34.5 hours of wall time, while the fuel-burn optimization required 36.5 hours. 
IV. Results
We now examine the results from two optimization runs, a TOGW minimization and a fuel-burn minimization. The results are presented concurrently to compare the effects of choosing a different objective function.
First we examine the optimization convergence history for each problem, which is shown in Figure 7 . Feasibility is the maximum constraint violation, and it is a measure of how closely the nonlinear constraints are satisfied. Optimality refers to how closely the current point satisfies the first-order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [57] . Additionally, the evolution of each objective is shown. The optimizer performed 150 major optimization iterations to reduce the optimality criterion by two orders of magnitude. We have found that these complex aerostructural optimization problems converge slowly. However, the majority of the objective improvement is accomplished in our optimizations, and significant additional computational effort is required to reduce the objective further. The optimizations are sufficiently converged to allow us to draw overall conclusions and to examine the design trade-offs in the resulting optimal design. Now we compare the wing planform changes in the optimized designs. The chord, sweep and span variables-7 in total-control the planform, including the wing area. Figure 8 compares the new planforms with the original design. Despite the large amount of design flexibility, the optimized designs have reasonable planforms, which indicates that the integration of the structural design and constraints successfully prevented the aerodynamic shape optimization from obtaining unrealistic designs.
The TOGW optimization did not change the planform area but increased the span from 58.7 m to 62.3 m and increased the aspect ratio from 9.0 to 10.1. In contrast, the fuel-burn objective results in a significant increase in the wing span and wing area. In this case, the span has increased from 58.7 m to 72.7 m, the exposed planform area has The most striking feature, however, is the addition of a raked wingtip similar to that of a Boeing 787. A smaller raked wingtip was also adopted in the higher gross weight versions of the Boeing 777. By including an additional sweep variable in the tip region, we facilitated the exploration of this design feature by the optimization, but the raked wingtip appears only when the objective is the TOGW. The benefit of the raked wingtip is that it passively alleviates the loads at the tip, as noted by McLean [59, 60] and further explained by Jansen et al. [61] , who also obtained raked wingtips when performing aerostructural optimization with unconstrained spans. Because of the higher local sweep, the raked wingtip has a lower lift-curve slope, which means that the loads at the tip do not increase as much as those at the inboard section as the lift increases. In addition, the raked wingtip also has a larger moment arm in the streamwise direction, resulting in an additional aeroelastic downwash that further reduces the wingtip loads at the higher lift coefficients of the maneuver cases. Looking closely at the tip of the minimum fuel-burn design reveals that the leading edge is almost straight right at the tip, and there is a slight tapering of the chord near the tip.
The leading-edge sweep of the TOGW optimization remained essentially unchanged relative to the baseline except for the raked tip. The fuel-burn minimization results in a sweep that is more than 5°lower than that of the original design. This reduction in sweep is required to enable the large span extension without incurring too large a weight penalty. The wave-drag penalty for lowering the sweep angle is minimized through small shape modifications that can only be achieved with a large number of airfoil shape design variables. Additionally, the minimum fuel-burn optimum is thinner than either the original or the TOGW optimum, which further limits the negative aspects of decreasing the sweep angle. These complex interactions can be predicted only with the high-fidelity aerostructural model used in this work.
We now evaluate the evolution of the inviscid pressure drag (which consists of induced drag and wave drag), the viscous drag, and the weight of the primary wing structure. The data are plotted in Figure 9 . Here, we can clearly see the vastly different trade-offs made by each optimization to improve the chosen objective. The TOGW optimization slightly reduces the primary structural weight while simultaneously reducing the pressure drag. The skin-friction drag increases slightly, due primarily to the significant overall increases in the t/c ratio and sweep reduction. The fuel-burn optimization on the other hand, requires a significantly heavier structure to support the large span increase. In this case, the increase in the skin-friction drag is due primarily to the increase in the wing surface area, since the thickness-to-chord ratios decreased slightly. Despite the increased structural weight and increased skin-friction drag, the total drag coefficient is lower for the fuel-burn objective.
An examination of the spanwise thickness-to-chord distribution and twist distributions-shown in Figure 10 -sheds additional light on the design trade-offs in each optimization. The large difference between the optimized t/c ratios of the two optimized designs is immediately apparent. For the TOGW optimized design, the t/c ratios have increased for most of the span, peaking at a maximum of 14.8% near the half-span position. For the fuel-burn optimization, an overall reduction in the thickness-to-chord ratio is observed with the exception of slight increases near, and slightly outboard of, the Yehudi break. There are two contributing factors to the increased primary structural weight for the fuel-burn optimized design: an increase in wing span resulting in higher bending moments and a decrease in the t/c distribution resulting in a heavier structure. The twist distributions plotted in Figure 10 are derived from the deformed flying shape of the wing. The optimized twist distributions generally follow the original distribution, with both designs reducing the amount of washout near the tip.
The spanwise lift distributions of the initial and optimized designs are shown in Figure 11 . The first observation is that for all the designs the maneuver lift distributions have inboard-shifted load distributions compared to the corresponding cruise lift distribution. This beneficial effect is caused by the aeroelastically induced washout near the tip, resulting in reduced loading-a form of passive static aeroelastic tailoring. The cruise lift distributions for each optimization show more triangular load distributions compared to the original or the elliptical reference. While the difference is slight, the fuel-burn result has a lift distribution slightly closer to elliptical, resulting in a slight reduction in the induced drag. When we compare the lift distribution between the cruise and maneuver conditions, we see that the difference is more pronounced for the fuel-burn result. The TOGW optimum has a stiffer structure, and the raked wingtip, because of the lower lift-curve slope, is able to produce the beneficial inboard load shifting for the maneuver conditions. In the fuel-burn case, however, even though the wing is heavier, the increased span leads to larger deflections and a more consistent gradual twisting near the tip. A similar aeroelastic effect of reducing the tip load is achieved naturally without raking the tip. A comparison of the deflections of the initial and optimized designs as well as the jig shape is given in Figure 12 .
An examination of the chordwise Cp distributions and airfoil shapes can explain the aerostructural trade-offs that the optimizer made between the five cruise-design points and the two maneuver conditions. The cross sectional data is extracted from the 3D geometry using a cutplane orientated with the x-z plane. Figure 13 shows the airfoil shape and Cp distribution for the initial and optimized designs for each op- The airfoils corresponding to the TOGW optimization are significantly thicker in the aft portion. This is primarily to accommodate a deeper, and thus more efficient, wingbox structure. This helps to explain the weight reduction achieved for the TOGW optimization, despite the increase in wingspan. The thickening of the aft of the airfoil is also present in the fuel-burn optimization but to a lesser extent.
Since our aerodynamic model does not predict separation, it is likely that such airfoils would not perform well in the real world. Thus, we are currently implementing the solution of the RANS equations and the corresponding coupled adjoint. The RANS equations are expected to yield a more accurate prediction of the wave drag (since the shock location and strength are strongly dependent on viscous effects) and of the viscous drag (both the pressure and skin-friction components). The improved model would also correctly penalize designs with significant flow separation, particularly in cases where the separation is induced by shocks. Figure 14 shows the structural design sizing resulting from the two aerostructural optimizations. The structural failure parameter is the ratio of the von Mises stress to the yield stress of the material. Recall that the initial design was first optimized with fixed aerostructural loads, and that this weight minimization resulted in a failure distribution that meets the KS failure constraints, which is similar to Figures 14b and 14f . However, when this design is used in the multidisciplinary optimization, we observe lower stress values. This highlights the need for MDO: even though we performed a structural optimization, we would have to continue the procedure of generating loads from the previous design and re-optimizing to generate a design that meets the multidisciplinary constraint.
Each optimization resulted in similar failure distributions. The plots in Figure 14 show the failure load for the symmetric 2.5 g pullup maneuver. The upper skin and stringers are critical for this load case, but the lower surface is not; the lower skin and stringers are dimensioned by the 1.3 g gust load. The overall distribution of material for the initial design and the two optimized designs is similar. The largest skin thickness occurs through the mid section of the spar box where the thickness is greatest. The TOGW optimum shows a locally increased physical wing thickness near the Yehudi break of the wing, even with the large increase in t/c ratios that we described earlier. To support loading from the span extension, the fuel-burn results show significantly increased thicknesses over the majority of the lower skin and stringers.
Finally, Table 6 lists the key results from the optimizations. We achieve drag reduction for all operating conditions for both optimizations, with the higher Mach number point (2) and the higher lift condition (5) resulting in the largest improvements.
For the fuel-burn optimization, the pressure drag was reduced by 30%. As for the TOGW optimization, there is a reduction in the wave drag, but there is a much greater reduction in the induced drag due to the much higher aspect ratio. In fact, the TOGW for the fuel-burn optimization remained essentially unchanged; the increase in the structural weight is offset by the reduced fuel load.
The weight breakdown of the primary structure, shown in Table 6 , shows where the weight is saved in the TOGW optimization. The largest weight reduction is from the top and bottom skins and the lower stringers. For the lower skin and stringers, the gust load is critical. From Figure 11 , even the 1 g cruise conditions have a more heavily loaded inboard lift distribution than that of the initial design. Since the 1.3 g lift distribution is similar to the cruise condition, we can conclude that the slight induced drag penalty from a more linear lift distribution is offset by the weight reduction in the lower skin and stringers. For the fuel-burn optimization, we see weight increases across almost all of the components, with the largest increases in the skins and rear spar. Given the reduced t/c ratio and increased span, these increases are expected.
The structural analysis in this work considered only a linear structural response. The large deflections observed for the 2.5 g maneuver condition call this assumption into question. TACS is capable of analyzing a geometrically nonlinear structural response, and this could be incorporated in the future. Since the rib and stringer pitches increase with increases in span and chord, respectively, we would like to include buckling constraints to more accurately capture the weight increase due to these changes. Since composite structures are playing an increasingly important role in commercial aircraft, we would also like to consider composite wing box structures, as done in previous work with lower fidelity aerodynamics by Kennedy and Martins [40] .
Finally, as we begin to examine more operating conditions, it becomes increasingly important to decide how to combine the performance parameters from each analysis into a composite objective function that is realistic. A weighted average can be used to assign more importance to certain operating conditions, but it is not straightforward to select these weights and to measure their effect on the optimum design. We are currently investigating the use of surrogate models to approximate the aerostructural performance in the cruise regime to allow more complex mission analysis and incorporate actual aircraft usage patterns into the objective formulation [62] .
V. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an approach for obtaining optimal static aeroelastic tailoring of aircraft wings. We performed aerostructural optimizations of the NASA CRM geometry with a structure created to be representative of a modern airliner wing. Multi-point optimizations with 5 cruise conditions and 2 maneuver conditions were performed with a 2 million cell CFD mesh and 300 000 DOF structural mesh. The optimization problems were solved with respect to 476 design variables subject to 57 geometric, trim, and stress constraints. The solution of these problems required 36 hours of wall time using 435 processors.
The solution of these high-fidelity, high-dimensional design problems was enabled by a scalable parallel aerostructural solver and the combination of an efficient method for computing coupled derivatives together with a state-of-the-art gradient-based optimizer. TOGW and fuel burn were minimized in separate design optimization problems, providing insights into the aerostructural trade-offs of transonic wing design.
A sensitivity analysis of each objective function showed that the fuel-burn objective should result in an optimum with lower drag than the TOGW objective. The optimized results show that this is indeed the case: the fuel-burn optimization reduced the cruise-segment fuel consumption by 11.2%, while the TOGW optimization reduced the fuel burn by 6.6%. Conversely, the TOGW minimization resulted in a 4.2% reduction in the TOGW, while the TOGW for the fuel-burn optimization remained practically unchanged.
The minimum TOGW configuration exhibited a raked wingtip similar to that seen in the Boeing 787, which shifts the spanwise lift distribution inboard at the maneuver conditions. This is a form of passive load alleviation that can only be found by simultaneous consideration of the aerodynamics and structures. The minimum fuel burn resulted in a wing with a span 18% larger than the TOGW one. This increase in span came at the cost of 76% higher wing structure mass, but ultimately reduced the fuel burn relative to the TOGW case by 4.9%.
The optimization results demonstrate that the proposed approach performs trade-offs between aerodynamic and structural performance in an effective way, taking into account the chosen objective. We are now capable of performing the aerostructural design optimization of full configurations with respect to hundreds of aerodynamic shape and structural sizing design variables, subject to real-world constraints. This is a promising approach for designing the wings of future aircraft, which are expected exhibit large span wings that are more flexible. This trend in larger span wings is likely to continue as the price of fuel increases (shifting the trade-off to higher mass, lower induced drag wings), and as better materials and structural designs emerge (enabling larger span for a given structural mass). This shift in the aerostructural trade-offs will change the design space, and the approach proposed in this paper provides an effective tool to explore this new design space, while taking full advantage of static aeroelastic tailoring. 
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